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3 Choose the right answer. Examine the relative provisions with examples and exercises The Relative Reservation phrase that adds information to the sentence. All relative positions describe a noun, and they begin with one of these relative pro births or relative adverbs. Relatives of pronouns who (to describe people - subject) are a woman who works in a bank my neighbor. whose (to describe people is
an object) My cousins, one of whom is a doctor, live in England. whose (describe possession) a man whose car was stolen went to the police station. that (to describe things - definition of relative reservations) I sell a computer that I bought in the US, which (to describe things - not defining relative reservations) I sell this computer, which has a 250-GB hard drive, for $500. Relative adverbs when (to describe
the times) my favorite season is autumn when all the leaves change color. where (to describe places) I visited the neighborhood where I grew up, why (to give a reason) Do you know the reason why the shops are closed today? Using relative provisions will help you create the best sentences in English Relative Offers - Best sentences in English Here's an example of some English sentences without relative
provisions: Yesterday I met a man. He works in the circus. I bought a cell phone. It has access to the Internet. Here's the restaurant. I ate at that restaurant last night. These suggestions are correct, but they are very short and simple. You can use the relative provisions to make your sentences in English sound more free and natural: Yesterday I met a man who works in a circus. I bought a mobile phone that
has internet access. There's a restaurant where I ate last night. Definitions and uncertainties of relative provisions that do not define relative provisions add additional information to the proposal. The definition of relative positions adds ESSENTIAL information to the proposal. You can see whether the relative reservation is defining or undetectable by removing it from the sentence. If you remove an
undetectable relative clause, the sentence still has the same meaning. If you remove the defining relative position, the offer has a different meaning or is incomplete. An example of a non-DEFINING proposal: My brother, who lives in California, is an engineer. If you remove someone who lives in California, the offer still has the same meaning: My brother is an engineer. The relative state of who lives in
California is additional information. An example of a proposal with a relative caveat DEFINING: This is a student who failed English classes three times. If you remove someone who is not an English class three times, the sentence is incomplete: Therefore, the relative reservation of who is not an English class three times is important information because it determines student in particular, we say. In written
English, use a comma before and after uncertain relative provisions. Find out when to use what and what in relative terms What or what? Use that for undetectable relative reservations, and use the comma in front of it. Use Use to determine relative reservations and do not use the comma in front of it. The bananas I bought on Monday are rotten. The bananas I bought on Monday are rotten. In the first
case, it is possible that we have two types of bananas in the house: old bananas that I bought on Monday new bananas that I bought on Wednesday ... and that only the first bananas are rotten, and the second bananas are not rotten. In the second case, all the bananas in the house were bought on Monday, and they are all rotten. Again, to decide whether the reservation is defining or undetectable, try to
remove it from the sentence: I read all the books I borrowed from the library. No reservation: I've read all the books. (the offer is incomplete - WHAT books?) The new book I borrowed from the library is very good. No reservation: Stephen King's new book is very good. (Offer completed. Library part was only an additional detail) Free download: 500 English phrases Details about this course 3 Complete
suggestions with whom, who, what or where. Index Content Level: Beginner's Relative Pronouns are: Subject Object Obsessed, Who's Who/Who, Which, Which Is That - We use relative pronouns to introduce relative positions. Relative provisions tell us more about people and things: Lord Thompson, who is 76, has just retired. This is the house Jack built. Marie Curie is the woman who discovered the
radium. We use: who and who for people who are for things that are for people or things. Two types of relative reservation There are two kinds of relative position: 1. We use relative provisions to make it clear which person or thing we are talking about: Marie Curie is a woman who has discovered radium. This is the house Jack built. In these kind of relative positions, we can use this instead of who or who:
Marie Curie is the woman who discovered radium. This is the house Jack built. We can leave the prooun if it is the object of relative position: This is the house that Jack built. (i.e. object built) Relative pronouns 1 GapFillDragAndDrop_MTU4ODQ Relative pronouns 2 GapFillTyping_MTU4ODY Be careful! The relative pronoun is the subject/object of a relative reservation, so we do not repeat the
theme/object: Marie Curie is the woman she discovered with radium. This is the house that Jack built. (i.e. an object built, so we don't need it) 2. We also use relative provisions to give more information about a person, a person, a person or a situation: Lord Thompson, who is 76, has just retired. We had fish and chips that I always like. I met Rebecca in town yesterday, which was a pleasant surprise. With
this kind of relative position, we use commas (,) to separate it from the rest of the sentence. Be careful! In this kind of reservation, we can't use that: Lord Thompson, who is 76, has just retired. (Not Lord Thompson, 76, just retired.) and we can't leave the prooun: We had fish fish chips that I always like. (NOT we had fish and chips, I always enjoy.) Relative pronouns 3 GapFillDragAndDrop_MTU4OTE
Relative pronouns 4 GapFillTyping_MTU4OTI Level: Intermediate, whose and whom we use as possessive forms, who: This is George, whose brother went to school with me. We sometimes use someone as an object of verb or pretext: This is George, whom you met in our house last year. This is George's brother, with whom I went to school. (Who is the object with), but now we usually use who: This is
George that you met in our house last year. This is George's brother, with whom I went to school. Relative pronouns 5 MultipleSelection_MTU4OTM Relative pronouns with pretexts When who (m) or who have an excuse, an excuse can come at the beginning of the situation: I had an uncle in Germany, from whom (m) I inherited some money. We bought a chainsaw that cut all the wood. or at the end of the
situation: I had an uncle in Germany who (m) I inherited some money from. We bought a chainsaw that cut all the wood. But when it has an excuse, the excuse always comes at the end: I didn't know, uncle, that I had inherited the money from. We can't find the chainsaw we cut all the wood from. The relative pronouns of 6 GapFillTyping_MTU4OTQ when and where we can use, when with time and where
with places to make it clear at what time or place we are talking about: England won the World Cup in 1966. That was the year we got married. I remember my 20th birthday. It was the day of the tsunami. Remember the place where we caught the train? Stratford-upon-Avon is the city where Shakespeare was born. We can leave when: England won the World Cup in 1966. That was the year we got
married. I remember my 20th birthday. It was the day the tsunami happened. We often use quantifiers and numbers with relative pronouns: all of which/who are most of which/who are many of which/who are many of which/who are few of them/who are none of which/who are two of whom/who etc. I read three books last week, one of which I really enjoyed. There were some good programs on the radio,
none of which I listened to. (Before doing exercises, you can read a lesson on relative positions) Relative material: Relative positions. - Cram Up - Grammar - Relative Clauses - Exercise Overview relative positions here. Download this quiz in THE PDF here. See more of the relative exercise positions here. Need more practice? Get a better English grammar with our courses. A relative prooun is a prooun
that is used to refer to the noun mentioned earlier, be it people, places, things, animals or ideas. Relative can be used to join two sentences. There are only a few relative pronuations in English. The most common are what, what, who, who, who, who and who. In some some, words that, when and where can also function as a relative pronoun. Since there are only a few of them, there are only a few rules
for the use of relative pro-ations. Keep them in mind as you write. Relative positions are usually introduced by relative pronouns, and that relative pronoun can function as an possessive pronoun, object or subject. When relative pronouns impose restrictive relative provisions, no comma is used to separate the restrictive clause from the basic provision. In American English, the relative prolation of which is
rarely used. You may notice this in conversations, but it's best to use the term when writing to make sure your work is grammatically correct. Examples of relative pro-ments The following sentences contain examples of relative pro life. The relative protea in each example is italized. The cyclist who won the race trained hard. The pants I bought yesterday are already stained. The four leaders of the team,
whoever the committee chooses, will be at tomorrow's meeting. Spaghetti, which we eat at least twice a week, is one of my family's favorite dishes. Where did you buy the dress you wore last week? The book, when it was finally returned, was torn and tarnished. The shop on the corner, where we usually buy all our art supplies, burned to the ground. Relative pronoun exercises Next exercise will help you
gain a deeper understanding of how relative pronouns work. Choose the best answer to complete each sentence. The festival, Kew lasted all day, ended with a banquet. I'm looking for someone who can watch my dog while I go on vacation. Police need details that could help identify the robber. I would like to take you to a coffee shop and serves excellent coffee. Whatever the club, the dance was held,
which was home to about 200 people. You can choose one person you like to share a cruise with you. I saw the shoes you bought last week on sale for less money this week. Winners are known to receive money and other prizes. This is where we met. The baby, the sleep was interrupted, wailed loudly. Answers C - The festival, which lasted all day, ended with a banquet. B - I'm looking for someone who
can watch my dog while I go on vacation. C - Police need details that could help identify the robber. C - I would like to take you to a coffee shop serving great coffee. A - The club where the dance was held, which was home to about 200 people. A - You can choose one person you want to share a cruise with you. B - I saw the shoes you bought last week on sale for less money this week. C - Winners, when
known, will receive money and other prizes. B - This is where we met. - The infant, whose sleep was interrupted, cried loudly. List of relative protounations, who is who, whoever was who was relative clauses exercises with answers. relative clauses exercises with answers for class 8. relative clauses exercises intermediate. relative clauses exercises pdf. relative clauses exercises advanced. relative clauses
exercises with answers for class 7. relative clauses exercises multiple choice. relative clauses exercises upper intermediate
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